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I'm Awf'ly Glad I Have a Gay Gene

I'm awf'ly glad I have a gay gene, a gay gene.
makes me nearly swoon, swoon when

I see leather daddies or cute young

sweet-ies I'm awfully glad I have a

with-beautiful faces.
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gay gene, a gay gene.

It makes me very interested

in bulges in Levis, including those delightful

melon shapes in the rear, and also
bulging pecs and biceps under tight T-shirts. I'm not sure about the other things my gay gene does, but I suspect it makes me like music and opera and flowers and animals.
but maybe not. Straight people oc-

casually like those things too. I'm awfully glad I have a

A Tempo

ca- sion- al- ly like those things too. I'm awf- lym glad I have a
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I'm awf- lym glad I have a
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It keeps me on the in- ter- net for

-5-
in chat-rooms or

•

cruising all the baths or bars or book-stores for

hours.

•

I'm awfully glad I have a gay gene, a
gene. I'll never eat right or go to the gym to stay healthy in order to look good if it weren't for my gay gene.